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ABOUT 
This check-in will help you to build and evaluate the foundations in your business so it’s ready to 
grow sustainably, be seen and serve those who need it. If you can see your business as a 
separate entity to yourself (which can be tough in the beginning as it’s soooo stretching 
personally to build a business!) it will help you to focus on what it needs from you and you can 
methodically give that to it. Some of these steps will seem trivial or even obvious but they may 
save you time and overwhelm, provide consistency and clarity and set you up for expansion, 
now and down the track. It’s something you could probably continue to come back to as your 
gentle, successful and impactful business evolves. 
 
This exercise may trigger feelings of not having things ‘all together’ and will give you plenty of 
ideas of things to do. Do your best to take care of yourself, recognise there is always more to do 
and make notes at the bottom of the document if you need (or add them to your own project 
management system or to-do list). Let’s get into it!  
 
BUSINESS SET UP:  
❏ I have a business plan (you can find a template in the Resources tab of our member’s 

portal). 
❏ I have the next 3 months mapped out (see Quarterly Check-in, also in the Resources tab 

of member’s portal). 
❏ I have a registered business name (even if my own name which is perfectly acceptable 

as a personal brand and business). 
❏ I have registered the business appropriately for tax purposes in my country. 
❏ I have a business email address (even if simply [business name]@gmail.com). 
❏ I have an email signature and it includes a link to website, socials, an Acknowledgement 

of Country if in Australia, points to latest offering and/or anything else you’d like it to 
include. 

❏ I have the insurance I need and have reviewed it in the last 12 months to ensure it still 
covers me for what I need. 

 
FINANCES:  
❏ I have a business bank account. 
❏ I have a way to collect all my digital receipts in one place (that I can easily find). 
❏ I have a way to collect physical receipts in one place (that I can easily find). 
❏ I have a process for adding up all my income and expenses easily, ready for tax time (an 

app, program, spreadsheet, etc). 
❏ I know when I need to submit tax and what I can claim as a business. 
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❏ I make it easy for people to pay me money (even if that’s via bank transfer) and I have 
this saved somewhere I can quickly find, copy and paste when dealing with clients (this 
could be bank transfer details saved to a note on your desktop, this could be a payment 
gateway set up on your website so it’s easy to take bookings and payments online, etc). 

❏ I have an invoice template (with my accounting software like Xero or a Word/Excel 
document that’s easy to duplicate and includes all the necessary info). 

❏ I can easily follow up on unpaid invoices and am reminded to do this somehow (a 
monthly reminder in calendar, a weekly task to check or someone else in the business 
does this for me). 

❏ I have a budget and can easily track my cash flow. 
❏ I have a list of apps etc that I currently pay for and only pay for functionalities, programs 

and apps that I need. 
 
MARKETING + SOCIAL MEDIA + PR:  
❏ I have a mailing list (Mailchimp, ConvertKit, etc). 
❏ I have a clear and easy way for people to add themselves to the mailing list (an opt-in on 

my website, a link from my social media accounts, a note at the bottom of my email 
signature, etc). 

❏ I have a business facebook page (not a personal account). 
❏ I have a business instagram account (It’s definitely not necessary to be on all social 

media platforms but important to have consciously made a decision about which types of 
social media will be most supportive for your business and your community. 

❏ I actively seek out ways to be featured in or amplify people within my community in 
media such as TV, radio, other blogs/websites, etc (see the PR checklist for ideas on 
how to do this). 

❏ I have scheduling software to make it easy to batch content and schedule it across a 
variety of social media accounts such as Later.com. 

❏ I have a professional bio available easily (either on your website or on a Word or Google 
doc that can easily be shared with media, collaborators, etc). 

❏ I have an editorial calendar or have mapped out some clear topics that relate to my 
offerings in a way that’s easy for me to find. 

❏ I know who I’m talking to, the voice I use, the topics I’m positioning myself as an ‘expert’ 
on, where I can be of the most service and all of my socials/marketing/blog 
posts/submitted articles are consistent. 

❏ I connect with and amplify other voices, especially voices of marginalised identities, 
across my community.  

❏ Each time I create a new marketing asset (such as a flyer for a workshop) I save it to use 
as a template for next time. 

 
BRANDING:  
❏ I have a logo  
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❏ I have a basic style guide with clear logo options, fonts (heading, sub-heading and body) 
and brand colours. You can make this yourself just by getting clear on these things and 
having them in a simple document for you to refer to. You can also create your brand kit 
in Canva. The main thing is that each time you go to create a flyer, a post on social 
media, updates to your website etc that you have consistent branding.  

 
 
WEBSITE:  
❏ I have a website (even if a very simple and free Milkshake website that’s perfect to link 

from social media or a one-page site built using something like Mailchimp). 
❏ I have a website vision for future updates that’s recorded somewhere. 
❏ If I have a website, it includes something about me that has at least one photo of me and 

shares something personal; a clear way to contact me; links to social media (that open in 
new URL); is mobile responsive (it works and looks good on mobile); clear navigation; an 
opt-in; looks like my business using style guide; and it serves my top goals at this time 
for the business (e.g. having a presence, building trust, selling something, building an 
email list of potential clients, etc). 

❏ If I have a website, plugins/themes/etc are updated regularly and backed up (and I have 
a system or reminder to check this regularly). 

❏ If I have a website I have a privacy policy and all other legal documents necessary. 
❏ If I don’t have a website: 

❏ I’m collecting ideas, research and inspiration in one place for when I do create 
one (e.g. a Google Drive folder; an Evernote folder, a Word doc, a private 
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Pinterest board, etc). I’m considering what’s going to serve me and figuring out 
the best way forward.  

❏ I’ve made a decision about whether I want to build it myself or hire a website 
designer 

❏ I’ve got clear on my budget (note you don’t need a big budget to get a basic 
website up and running - see top two links for simple, free options) but if you are 
going to outsource design and management then you’ll need quite a bit more 
money than if you build it yourself.  

❏ I’ve researched web platforms such as Wordpress.org and Squarespace. There 
are plenty of new platforms coming onto the market now - these are just the two 
that have been around the longest. You could Google WordPress vs 
Squarespace 2020 to get clear on the differences.  

❏ I’ve started a document capturing what I’d like to say on my website, such as the 
Home page, about page, offerings page, etc.  

❏ I’ve gotten clear on my objectives of the website at this time (this could be: 
growing email subscribers and your community; selling online programs; building 
trust and credibility in the field; inspiring people and generously giving content; 
showcasing your in-person events; introducing yourself to the world, etc). 
Whatever the objective, it will inform how you decide to layout your website. 

 
ADMIN + SYSTEMS:  
❏ I have an operations manual (click here to create your own, filled with LOTS of examples 

from Mandy’s) and update this regularly using language anyone could understand if I 
was to expand my team. 

❏ If my computer broke down today, I would still have access to all my passwords. 
❏ I have a clear digital filing system that is in the cloud (or backed up to the cloud) so 

myself (and team members/collaborators) can easily find what they need.  
❏ I have a project management system where I can clearly see what I need to do to move 

a project forward, have clear timelines and can prioritise what I work on (such as Trello, 
Asana or a notebook). If you search for ‘Trello’ or ‘Asana’ in the Facebook group you’ll 
find videos of how Nic, Nai and Mandy use these project management systems.  

❏ I have a system for client management where I can easily see who I need to follow up 
(can be as simple as starring emails in your email account), can find old emails (even if 
in folders in your email account) and I can easily capture and find client contact 
information (a CRM system like Ontraport, Podio, a spreadsheet etc).  

❏ If I offer free consults or 1:1 services, clients can easily book in with me.  
 
SUPPORT + LEARNING 
❏  I feel supported in my business, especially in the areas that feel time-consuming/difficult 

and are not my specialty. If outsourcing isn’t an option at the moment then I’m dedicating 
time to Googling/researching/learning what I need to to be across various areas of my 
business. 
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❏ I have a support system around me of people who get me where I can ask questions, 
brainstorm and grow (hopefully the GBM feels like this for you!). 

 
SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS BUSINESS 
❏ I have a give back policy or something similar. Here’s an example but it can start as one 

sentence in your operations manual that states how you’d like to give back through your 
business. It could be as simple as deciding that you’ll give away 1 place for every 20 
places purchased to your workshops. Or donating 1% of your profits. Or partnering with 
a local not-for-profit and offering some free workshops for them.  

❏ I am committed to learning more about social justice issues, anti-racism and 
anti-oppression, while actively embedding these learnings into my business. The 
anti-racism resources document in the Resources tab of the member’s portal is a great 
starting point. As well as mentor calls with Desiree Adaway, Lena West, Leesa Renee 
Hall, Staci Jordan Shelton and Tasneem Chopra in our member’s portal.  

 
You did it! 
 
MY ACTION LIST FROM DOING THIS EXERCISE:  
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